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School Learning Plan

School Vision
We believe in creating a school culture where both students and staff feel connected to
themselves, their learning, each other, their culture and the community. We believe that
by having these connections all members of our community, staff, students and parents
will feel safe to take risks to improve the quality of learning.

We are Haldane and this is our story...

School Context
Haldane Elementary School is situated in the Village of Chase 45 minutes East of
Kamloops. We service 3 Indian Bands: Neskonlith, Little Shuswap Lake, and Adams
Lake. The surrounding area includes Pritchard, Turtle Valley, and Squilax. We have a
high Aboriginal population that varies between 47-51 percent annually. Our
configuration for 2021-22 will include 12 divisions with a projected 265 students from
Kindergarten to Grade 6. Many of our students include those of a diverse
socio-economic background.
Haldane has a diverse population of learners and we strive to provide supports in many
ways for each student. We have 1.70 FTE Learning Assistance time, divided between a
full time and a part time LART. Literacy, Numeracy, and Social-Emotional assistance
has been put into place to offer additional programming for our diverse students. We
share our Secwepemctsin Language and Culture teacher with Chase Secondary School
and have 3 Aboriginal Education Workers - one of which we share with CSS. A district
Aboriginal Counsellor and an Aboriginal Consultant come to our school once per week
to lead Aboriginal Boys and Girls groups and provide student support. We have a
Teacher Librarian who is at the school twice per week, and a Library Assistant who we
share with CSS. Currently, we have 8 Certified Educational Assistants supporting
students in classrooms and throughout the school. We have a 0.50 Vice-Principal, who
teaches PHE and Social Emotional Learning classes, as well as providing check-ins
with some of our most vulnerable students. Our school is very fortunate to offer a
well-attended Strong Start Program for families that have children who are not yet of
age to attend Kindergarten.
Haldane Elementary offers many programs throughout the week, which attend to the
needs of our students. Such programs include a daily breakfast, snack and lunch
program, as well as a Starfish Backpack program to help provide further assistance on
the weekends. We have a strong athletic program, which in non-COVID times includes
cross country running, volleyball, basketball, flag football, and track and field teams. Our
extra-curricular activities are also many, and include floor hockey, lahal or Aboriginal
drumming, Rainbow Group, Chess Club, Art Group, and other cultural opportunities.
The school district offered an After School Program at Haldane, which provided
opportunities for students to take part in adult-led recreational activities.
We continue to draw emphasis on our Haldane behaviour matrix, with classroom
lessons following our “Matrix Focus of the Week”. Our PBIS team worked hard to
address problem areas by blitzing areas of the Matrix that require more attention and
using our Hawk Slips to acknowledge positive student behaviour. We continue to make
our students’ accomplishments visible by displaying our Matrix and Hawk Slips in the
hallway for all to see. Our PBIS team has developed lessons, activities, and challenges
to teach and practice targeted expected behaviour to our students throughout the
school year. This includes classroom, Den Group (multi-age groups from kindergarten
to grade 6 during non-COVID times), and whole school lessons and activities.

We continued to focus on developing the Numeracy skills of our students. Our focus
has been on improving number sense and student ability to use a variety of
mathematical strategies in real life situations. School-wide “Would You Rather” surveys
have allowed students to practice daily numeracy skills in a fun way.
We have an active and supportive PAC who work hard to provide for the school and
students. The PAC offers funds to classrooms, financially supports busing for field trips
and to purchase items, such as classroom equipment bins, for all ages. The PAC
showed their support of our school goals by offering whole school pizza days and
Haldane water bottles when earning a school-wide challenge demonstrating positive
behaviour.

Stakeholder Engagement Process
Creating our Goals:
The learning partner engagement process included many contributors in our community.
Teaching staff, support staff and parents embarked upon a vision exercise in the fall of
2016 to define a Haldane learner.
The question posed to each group was as follows: What does a Haldane learner look
like upon graduation?
Skills and attributes that arose out of this process included: Responsible, Respectful,
Critical thinker, Accountable, Hard worker, Problem solver, and Kind.
Parents also joined the conversation through surveys, discussions at PAC meetings,
and feedback forms through email. Thought exchange also helped to inform our
process of goal setting for the students of Haldane. The 3 bands, Neskonlith, Adams
Lake and Little Shuswap also offered input.
In the spring, each group analysed the District 73 priorities and rated them in order of
significance in relation to Haldane learners. This information was used as discussions
occurred with teaching and support staff.
Updating our Goals - Year 1 (2017-18):
With a high staff change-over, our staff focus was on enhancing Goal #2. As we began
digging into this goal, we asked 2 questions:
1. Is our current School Matrix reflective of the social emotional learning and
connectedness that we want for our students?
2. How do we honour the work that has been done in the past while making
changes to reflect a high staff change over?

We started by engaging our staff, students, and
families in looking at updating the original
Haldane STARS Matrix. We sent a Google
Survey to our families and the 3 local Indian Band
Education Liaisons to make suggestions to
improve our current Matrix. We used this data to
proceed on updating our Matrix.
As we made drafts and revisions of the positive language, we involved our students, our
staff, and our parent and Aboriginal community.
Realigning our Goals - Year 2 (2018-19):

This year saw a focus on aligning goal one with the needs of our demographic of
learners. As a staff we looked at 2017-2018 data, which included:
● Kindergarten Survey
● FSA - Grade 4 and 7 Reading, Writing, and Numeracy Data
● Primary Reading Assessment
● Non-Fiction Reading Assessment
Based on the data, we discovered that while our students’ ability in Literacy increased
over time, Numeracy declined as they got older. We then decided that Numeracy
should be a focus for our school.
We shared our findings with our PAC group in the early fall of 2018. They agreed that a
Numeracy goal would be beneficial to our students.
Enriching our Goals - Year 3 (2019-20):
Much of this year was spent revisiting and
fine-tuning our goal number 2. We established our
PBIS team and began having monthly meetings in
the late fall. Our team includes teachers,
administration, and members of our district
inclusion team. Findings and ideas were always
shared with staff during staff meetings, as well as
engaging our CEAs and AEWs in conversation and
collaboration throughout the winter and spring.
The decision to introduce the Matrix Focus of the
Week was adopted to bring emphasis on the
importance of our shared school-wide goals. The
Matrix Focus of the Week was shared daily over
morning announcements, it was highlighted in our
monthly newsletters, was updated at PAC
meetings, and was reported on during our local
FNAC meetings as a way to engage all of our
stakeholders.
Time was spent engaging our Numeracy goal. This
year staff decided to work towards a school-wide
Financial Literacy project. All classes developed a
token economy system, which led to a Presentation
of Learning at the end of Spring. While this project
did not see completion, due to COVID-19 students,
staff and families were engaged in this real-life
experience.

Expanding our Goals - Year 4 (2020-21):
Despite COVID restrictions, we were able to proceed with many of our planned goals,
and even begin plans for initiating a new goal.
With our focus on Goal #2 from the very beginning of the
year, we were able to engage our support staff and noon
hour supervisors in providing valuable instruction to
students and staff on school-wide expected behaviours.
With support from our District Inclusion Team, they were
instrumental in developing and delivering the components of
our Haldane Expected Behaviour key rings.
As we bring greater focus to our academic programming, we began the first steps in
developing a third school goal, which will include literacy. After several staff meeting
breakout room discussions, we decided to focus on improving students’ attitudes
towards literacy by building connection and relationships. This will allow us to extend
the connectedness in Goal #2 to include literacy.

Haldane Elementary’s School Goals:
1. To improve number sense and strategies that can be applied to real life situations.
2. To improve personal social skills and connectedness.
3. To improve student motivation and attitude towards literacy by exploring their
relationships with their environment, community and personal connections.

Goal #1:
To improve number sense and strategies that can be applied to real life situations.

Goal Rationale (Theory of Action):
If we give numbers meaning by including personal interest and real life opportunities we
will see an increased confidence and understanding in student learning.

Related District Strategic Plan Goals:

Priority 1: Ensure each student acquires strong foundational skills and core
competencies
We believe that by continuing to have our staff focus on improving Numeracy programs
in our school we will see increased student ability in number sense and basic math
skills. This will lead to improved math scores on district and provincial assessments.

Priority 2: Connect students to their interests and passions
As we work to provide Numeracy programs and activities that are real and engaging we
will strike the interest of our students. We will strive to have our learners see the
relevance of numeracy activities through a wide variety of real life situations.
Priority 3: Honour the First Peoples’ principles of learning and Aboriginal
worldview and perspectives
Although the work has begun, in 2019/20 we will explore ways that we can incorporate
the First Peoples’ principles of learning into numeracy activities. We will pair our AEWs
with teachers to design lessons with real-world Aboriginal content.

Specific Support Frameworks

● UDL - Universal Design for Learning
● Primary - Daily Math, Intermediate - Real world math
● Student-centered learning opportunities for personal choice and increased
engagement
● Cohesive school wide Numeracy language
● CEAs will provide additional student support
● AEWs will support teachers in incorporating First Peoples’ Principles of Learning
● LARTs will provide additional support and intervention for Numeracy

Data Related to Goal/Evidence
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Foundation Skills Assessment (FSA)
District Numeracy Assessment (DNA)
Student Learning Survey
DEWRS
Photo documentation
Teacher observation
Student Self-Assessment

Strategies and Initiatives
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Vertical surfaces and whiteboards to make student thinking visible
Presentations of Learning
Integration of Numeracy into other subject areas
Integrating First Peoples’ Principles of Learning into Numeracy
Staff collaboration and professional development time used to align numeracy
initiatives
Would You Rather - classroom and school-wide weekly math skills practice
Weekly numeracy lessons modeled by LDP
Utilizing District Numeracy Coordinators to mentor and model best practice
Making math visible throughout our classrooms and hallways

Progress of Goal #1 - Year 1 (2017-18):

This was a year of great change at Haldane Elementary. As a result, Goal #1 saw little
intended growth or development. There were, however, plenty of successes, which
unintentionally supported this goal. It is our goal to work to fine-tune and develop Goal
#1 during year 2.

Progress of Goal #1 - Year 2 (2018-19):

There was a great deal of work that went into developing and fine-tuning our Goal #1.
As mentioned in the Engagement Process, our staff worked incredibly hard to look at
the prior year’s data to zero in on what was most needed for our students. This
required some vulnerability, as we had deep discussions around where the most growth
was needed.
Once we decided on our goal area, we had to decide on a
SMART goal to focus our need for teaching and modelling
effective Numeracy skills for our Haldane students. Doing
so provided clarity so that any on-going collaboration,
Professional Development opportunities, and guest speaker
presentations could be applied to best benefit our students.
As a result, we had a year of intentional growth in Numeracy. The
results can be seen throughout our school - from art and project
displays influenced by Numeracy, a hallway of measurement,
primary classes using Daily Math, intermediate classes using daily
attendance charts to calculate percent, decimals, and fractions,
and a bulletin board for weekly math problem-of-the-week. The
diversity in Numeracy activities and lessons will hopefully make an
impact as we begin tracking data for our Numeracy assessments.

Progress of Goal #1 - Year 3 (2019-20):

While last year was spent developing our Numeracy goal and
building up our class resources, this year was putting our goal
into action and designing authentic ways of bringing real world
experiences to our students.
Staff meeting collaboration and Professional Development days
allowed time to develop a school-wide Financial Literacy project.
Teachers planned a token economy system, where students
learned about the value of money and explored ways to earn
play money to be spent at a created shopping mall experience.
This project was designed to be a Presentation of Learning,
celebrating student growth and knowledge, as well as being a

community engagement event. Unfortunately, due to COVID-19, the event had to be
cancelled. However, teachers found creative ways to adjust their teaching to include
online and remote learning opportunities for students to continue growth in this area.

Progress of Goal #1 - Year 4 (2020-21):

During year 4 we revisited the idea of planning a
school-wide Financial Literacy project as a presentation
of learning. However, due to COVID restrictions, this
was not a possibility. Our “Would You Rather…” project
was a year-long endeavour that was overseen by our
LDP candidate to promote daily numeracy skills at all
levels from Kindergarten to grade 6. Students would
represent the findings of a weekly survey in a variety of
ways. Results were displayed by the office for students
to see.
During staff meetings, staff discussed, shared, and presented new and different ways to
bring numeracy relevance to students. This spring, Mr. Scott began leading a
Numeracy Committee to bring consistent focus and intention to our goal. Future
discussions will include developing an assessment tool to measure student progress in
numeracy.

Specific Support Frameworks:

We are continuing to define and implement our support frameworks, and this will remain
ever-changing as we find the best way to support our students. Primary teachers have
continued to find value in using Daily Math, which allows all students to demonstrate
their Numeracy learning using individual mini whiteboards. Intermediate students are
using Daily Attendance to record and identify how many students are at school in
relation to percentages, decimals, and fractions. Both daily practices reinforce the use
of a consistent school-wide Numeracy language.
Another LDP project, led by our LART, provided support and
modelling of math lessons, activities, and games with teachers
to promote using effective strategies in a variety of math
situations.
We continue to reinforce the systems we have in place to
target interventions to assist our struggling learners. Our
CEAs and AEWs also assist struggling students in classes, or
work with the class in general so that the classroom teacher is
able to work one-on-one with struggling students. Next year
we will be working on pushing in more LART support rather
than pulling students out for support, which will provide help to
more students within the context of Numeracy lessons.

Data Related to Goal/Evidence:
Year 2 - Fall 2018 Grade 4 Foundation Skills Assessment (FSA) Data:

At first glance, it is apparent that we have some work to do in
Numeracy, with 57% of our Grade 4 students Emerging
Expectations (EM). A noteworthy observation is that the
2018 FSA assessment took place before we chose
Numeracy as a targeted goal.
When comparing the historical percentage of students On
Track (OT) or Extending (EX), you will notice a decline from
2017-18 to 2018-19. A question worth asking is whether
Numeracy education at Haldane is truly in decline, or
whether this group of Grade 4 students in particular are
struggling. With only one grade to compare to, this is a
difficult conclusion to make.
It is our goal to see a notable increase in the percentage of
our students who are On Track (OT), to reflect a number on
par with the district average.

Year 2 - Spring 2019 District Numeracy Assessment (DNA):

The District Numeracy Assessment allows us to compare growth in Numeracy
development over time and across four grades. In Grades 4, 5, and 6 our students are
close to or above district average. It is notable that our Grade 4 students are at or
above the district average in all areas. This is a great improvement from the Fall 2018
FSAs. This may be due to the tremendous work our teachers have done in improving
Numeracy instruction and activities as the year has progressed.
We also note that our Grade 3s are struggling with this form of Numeracy assessment.
This may indicate a problem that needs to be addressed, and an opportunity to target
interventions for our Grade 3 students, or it may need to account for a learning curve as
our young students learn this form of formal assessment.

Year 3 - Fall 2019 Grade 4 Foundation Skills Assessment (FSA) Data:

The FSA data shows that our Haldane students are showing a slow improvement in
Numeracy. The number of students at the Emerging level has decreased from 57% to
40% since last year, while the number of students On Track has increased from 34% to
51.4%, and the number of students Extending has increased from 2% to 8.6%. That
said, there is much work needed to be done to bring our learners closer to the district
average.

Year 3 - Fall 2019 District Numeracy Assessment (DNA):

Overall, our students are performing well, either comparatively at or above the district
average in grades 3, 4, and 5. It is clear that our grade 6 students have more work to
do to meet the district standard. Our Aboriginal students also perform well, comparing
closely to both the Aboriginal students at the district level (above the district average in
grade 3 and 4), and to Haldane non-Aboriginal students.
Year 4 - Spring 2021 Grade 4 Foundation Skills Assessment (FSA) Data:
Data is not yet available for this reporting period.
Year 4 - Fall 2020 District Numeracy Assessment (DNA):

This year our students performed close to the district average, if not a bit below. This
could be attributed to many factors; however, the most likely cause may be students
losing traction and momentum due to COVID. Our students had varying levels of
academic participation and stamina last Spring with virtual learning, and several of our
students came back with a delayed start this Fall. Continued Numeracy structures and
supports, along with consistent student attendance and participation will inevitably
contribute to a rise in student achievement.

Strategies and Initiatives:

We continued to implement several strategies and initiatives to support our Numeracy
goal this year. This year Mr. Scott planned a Numeracy Professional Development day
in May. Teachers shared their best math activities, games, and lessons that exemplified
effective teaching of Numeracy. In collaborative groups, teachers developed and
designed lessons that could be taken right away to their classes. From there, a
Numeracy Committee was formed to begin work on bringing consistent school-wide
teaching, language and focus.
Moving forward for next year, we will invite Katie McCormack back to another staff
meeting so we can discuss next steps, as well as have her model a series of lessons
with our students so that teachers can continue the best practice strategies. We will
continue to schedule time for our AEWs to be in classes for the purpose of working with
teachers on introducing meaningful Aboriginal content into Numeracy lessons.

Goal #2:
To improve personal social skills and connectedness.
Goal Rationale (Theory of Action):
If students improve their personal social skills and connectedness, then they will
develop their ability to self-regulate so they will have more positive learning
experiences.

Related District Strategic Plan Goal
Priority 1: Ensure each student acquires strong foundational skills and core
competencies
We believe that by focussing on improving the personal social skills of our students we
will see development in their basic academic skills and core competencies. Students will
be more likely to focus during learning opportunities and engage in classroom activities
when they are interacting positively with their peers and school staff.
Priority 2: Connect students to their interests and passions
We will continue to strive to produce a wide range of learning opportunities, activities,
and initiatives for our students that allow them to follow their passions and interests. We
believe that this will allow for social connections and relationship building with peers and
adults with similar passions and interests. When students are engaged and motivated
they are more likely to demonstrate appropriate behaviour and social skills.
Priority 3: Honour First Peoples’ principles of learning, and Aboriginal worldviews
and perspectives.
Many attributes of the behaviour wheel share aspects of Aboriginal worldviews and
perspectives. Putting into action all elements of our behaviour wheel will respect the
important traditions of Haldane, while honouring our Aboriginal community.

Specific Support Frameworks
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Haldane Matrix
PBIS school-wide common language and supports
Office referral system to identify and respond to concerning student behaviour
Haldane Behaviour Expectation Key Rings
Soft Start morning program
LARTs identify and work with students on improving social skills
CEAs and AEWs provide behaviour and social supports and connections
District Inclusive team identifying and assisting with student supports
Aboriginal Counsellors meet with students with higher support needs
Community and SD73 counsellors to support students with higher support needs

Data Related to Goal/Evidence
●
●
●
●
●

DEWRS
Student Learning Survey
School wide survey on peer and adult connections
Office referrals / Student conduct - PBIS committee will analyse conduct data
Attendance

Strategies and Initiatives

● Assemblies to teach expected behaviours
● Den Groups for school wide learning and community connections
● Zones of Regulation / EASE training

● Sensory tools and spaces provided for students who need assistance with
self-regulation
● Hawk Slips to recognize positive student behaviour
● Principal’s VIP Club (postponed in 2020-21 due to COVID restrictions)
● Regulatory breaks for students
● Leadership opportunities within the school and community such as our Haldane
gardening project
● Elders Mentorship Program (postponed in 2020-21 due to COVID restrictions)

Progress of Goal #2 - Year 1 (2017-18):

Goal #2 saw tremendous growth and development during year 1. We are very proud of
how we were able to engage all of our stakeholders - staff, students, parents, and
community (including our 3 Bands) - in updating our Haldane Matrix to a positive
behaviour wheel. We now have a framework that will allow us to begin working with
students on enhancing social emotional awareness and connectedness.
We used the Circle of Courage as a starting design, which led to the creation of our
behaviour wheel. As such, we realized a new connection to another District Priority Priority 3: Honour First Peoples’ principles of learning, and Aboriginal worldviews and
perspectives.

Progress of Goal #2 - Year 2 (2018-19):

Our staff continued to make Goal #2 an area of intense focus during the 2018-19 school
year. We have continued to emphasize and teach positive social skills in our school
regularly. The Haldane Positive Behaviour Matrix has continued to be the focal point for
this and we are proud of the work we have done to familiarize our school community
with the key areas of Respect, Responsibility, Belonging, and Safety.
We used assemblies and other school wide activities such
as den groups to model and teach expected social skills and
behaviors. Our new “Hawk Slip” initiative has proven to be
motivating and exciting for our students. Month long blitzes
on each of the four matrix areas have been very successful
and our students have enjoyed being recognized for their
behaviours in various locations throughout the school.
Our staff has also been working hard to emphasize the
importance of making each other feel valued and
important. Our students and staff have been
encouraged to highlight the strengths and talents of
everyone at our school. Students have been
encouraged to embrace their individuality and
uniqueness. Weekly “bucket filling” activities and draws
have also been a great way to contribute to
accomplishing Goal #2. We have also been working to

provide opportunities for our students to get to know all of our staff members and the
valuable roles they have at our school.
Our school also introduced the virtues project this year. One of our classroom teachers
had pairs of students from his class read information regarding various virtues during
the morning announcements. The announcements would include examples of how
individuals in our school community could demonstrate a selected virtue for the week.
Staff and students would look for the virtues in action and recognize those who were
displaying it during the school day.
All school staff played an important role in providing opportunities for our most
vulnerable students to develop self-regulation and social skills while creating positive
connections with the adults at our school. LART teachers, CEA’s, and administration
regularly worked with small groups outside of regular classroom time to develop and
model positive relationships and relationship building. Finally, our whole staff spent time
identifying those students who they had a positive connection with. We went through
each individual student in our school to determine their level of connectedness to caring
adults in our building. This allowed us to identify those students who were possibly
lacking the positive adult relationships that we are hoping they develop. We will
continue to make this a priority as we move forward with Goal #2.

Progress of Goal #2 - Year 3 (2019-20):

This year saw some ups and downs in the area of Goal #2. We began the year with
some intensive behavioural challenges and it took much of the fall to gain traction with
managing new dysregulated students and building new student-staff relationships.
Nonetheless, our staff dug deep, and with the support of our District Inclusive Team, we
made some very impactful changes to our systems, which reflected in the growth of our
students and staff.
One addition to our student support framework was the introduction of our Soft Start
program. Our LARTs redesigned their room to allow for a place for our dysregulated
students to start their day off in a predictable, structured atmosphere with fewer
students, have a snack and check-in with a trusted adult before going to their classes.
This routine allowed our students to self or co-regulate managing their big emotions
before entering their classroom in a calmer manner.
Perhaps the number one greatest impact of this
year was activating our PBIS team; we had
regularly scheduled PBIS meetings with our PBIS
committee, including teachers, administration,
and members of our District Inclusion Team to
work together and bring positive change to our
school. We brought the spotlight back to our
Matrix, and introduced the Matrix Focus of the
Week, we blitzed areas that needed school-wide
attention, focusing on developing consistent school-wide language and expectations.

We shifted our focus from only worrying about our behaviour challenges to recognizing
positive behaviours. Our team identified the problem areas and each month created a
new school-wide challenge to reinforce positive behaviours. Den group lessons further
emphasized the importance of our school-wide expectations, and hallway displays
demonstrating our pride to the parents and community who entered our building.
The introduction of the Principal’s VIP Club recognized our students who exemplified
expected Haldane behaviours and values on an on-going basis. Each week, 2 students
per class were selected to spend 30 minutes with the principal, having a snack, playing
games, or doing an activity. It was so valuable to build relationships with students who
don’t frequent the office.

Progress of Goal #2 - Year 4 (2020-21):

This year has seen a tremendous shift in the adults’ consistency of
managing and modeling school-wide positive behaviour. We started
the year with our support staff and noon hour supervisors leading our
teachers and students through school-wide expectations, based on
our newly developed Haldane Expected Behaviour key rings.
There was continued consistency in using PBIS to reinforce positive
behaviour, teach and practice school-wide expected behaviours, and
address and reteach students’ unexpected behaviours. Staff learned
to effectively use our Office Referral system, where our PBIS
committee looked at the data to decide where to place focus on
school-wide lessons, and our LART team used this information to
structure support for students repeating unexpected behaviours.
With these supports in place for both adults and students, there grew a greater capacity
for understanding our students’ complex behaviour, and a greater empathy and
connectivity to our students’ needs. This, in turn, impacted the depth of relationships.

Specific Support Frameworks:

The areas listed in the goal description were evident around our school this year. The
PBIS committee made some critical changes to our systems and supports, which have
been effectively implemented. We will continue to focus on our Haldane Matrix as a tool
to teach expected social skills and relationship building. Changes to our office referral
system served to better manage student behaviours, and allowed us to look at the
function of student behaviour so we can identify what our students need. In addition,
identifying which behaviours could be dealt with by all staff and providing strategies to
respond to students empowered them to meaningfully connect with students in a
predictable way.
PBIS lessons and activities will continue to be a major component of our support
framework. We will strive to learn and develop multiple methods and strategies to
enhance the student/adult relationships at our school. Our District Inclusion Team has
committed to working with our support staff in a series of sessions to help reinforce

strategies to build student connection and deal with difficult situations. Implementing
the use of the Haldane Expected Behaviour Key Rings, strengthened the consistency of
our school-wide expectations. The addition of using TILT (Tell them to stop, Ignore,
Leave, Tell an adult) proved to be an effective school-wide strategy for students of all
ages to help with our physical incidents.

Data Related to Goal/Evidence:

In year 2 (2018-19) of our goal we began looking at what defines “connectedness”. As
a staff, we decided that all students should have at least 2 caring adults they could turn
to if they wanted to talk or if they had a problem. The below results are baseline data in
which we can measure students’ connectedness in grade 4-6. In addition, we created a
separate survey, which all students from Kindergarten to grade 6 took, asking students
if they had at least 2 caring adults. The results of that survey are also in the information
below.
In year 3 (2019-20) of our goal, we wanted to look at our student conduct data as a way
to identify areas that require further focus by our PBIS committee, and in turn be
reinforced by school-wide interventions.
Year 2 - Grade 4-6 DEWRS Survey Results:
Fall 2018:

Spring 2019:

Survey questions in this category include statements about making friends, acceptance,
feeling safe, and threatening behaviour. While they do not directly correlate with our
goal of social skills and connectedness, they are an indicator of how our students are
feeling about relationships with others. In this we have some work to do. Since our
students have taken this survey, we have expanded our definition of connectedness to
include connections with other students. This is reflected in our school-based survey
below.
Year 2 - Haldane Social-Emotional Survey Results - May, 2019:
Grade Level

Caring Adults

Trusting Friends

(% of students who have 2 caring adults)

(% of students who have 2 trusting
friends)

K-2

81 / 90 = 90%

78 / 89 = 88%

3-4

51 / 59 = 86%

54 / 59 = 92%

5-6

55 / 60 = 92%

58 / 60 = 97%

While the percentage of students who have a caring adult is quite good, we would like
to see this number be over 94% school-wide. This will be a continued goal for next year
as we reevaluate which staff has a personal connection with students and make an
effort to establish new relationships with students who need additional support.
Year 3 - Grade 4-6 DEWRS Survey Results:
Fall 2019:

Looking at the above data in isolation is by all
means concerning. It appears that in this snapshot
in time, and with the questions asked, our students did not feel accepted and valued by
their peers. One can infer that contrary to the efforts our staff has been making to build
deeper connections with students, this is not transferring to our students’ feeling of
belonging. However, when looking at the additional data below, our students feel strong
connections to our staff and understand rules and expectations at school, comparing
very closely to the Canadian norm. This does not negate the fact that we have work to
do in building student relationships with each other. With the many changes we have
been working on this Spring, we hope to see a notable difference in next year’s results.

Aboriginal Data:
With a high population of Aboriginal students, it is worth taking a closer look at the
breakdown of how our data reflects our Aboriginal students’ opinions and views.

Looking at the 3 areas of belonging,
relationships with staff, and a positive learning
climate, it is apparent that our Aboriginal
students’ views are comparative to those of
our non-Aboriginal students. This reflects our
hope that all of our students feel strong
connections with our staff. We still have work
to do with all students feeling a stronger
sense of belonging with each other.

Year 3 - Haldane Social-Emotional Survey Results:
Due to COVID-19, we were unable to obtain results from students.
Year 3 - Haldane Student Conduct Data:
This is our first year looking at conduct data as one way to address student social skills.
Consistently using Office Referral Forms is new to our staff, and the results below are
reflective of staff using them often to track student behaviour concerns. The number of
referrals is staggering. The data gives our PBIS and LART teams information about
where to focus our attention and reflect on ways to adjust our systems to better support
student behaviour. However, this data reflects all students, including our most
dysregulated and vulnerable students with repeated behaviours. Moving forward, we
have a newly developed Office Referral Form and a modified system for tracking our
“high fliers”. This will allow for a true representation of school-wide behaviour to be
tracked, which will guide our school-wide systems and teaching.

Year 4 - Grade 4-6 DEWRS Survey Results:
Fall 2020:

While there is still concern that our grade 5 and 6 students have a low sense of
belonging, this is consistent for this age group from last year. On a positive note, our
grade 4 students have a high sense of belonging, on par with students across Canada.

Several factors could be attributed to this. One theory could be that PBIS efforts can
take 3-5 years to have a notable impact. Another explanation could be that students
feel a lower sense of connection due to COVID restrictions.

A new question we posed this year asked,
“Think of all the adults that work at our
school. How many adults do you have a
positive connection with?" 48% of our
students have 4 or more adults they have a
positive connection with, with a total of 85%
of students having 2 or more adults they
have a positive connection with.

Aboriginal Data:

In the 3 areas of belonging, relationships with
staff, and a positive learning climate,our
Indigenous students’ views continue to be
comparable to those of our non-Indigenous
students. This reflects our hope that all of our
students feel strong connections with our staff.
As with all students, we still have work to do
with all students feeling a stronger sense of
belonging with each other.

Year 4 - Haldane Student Conduct Data:
After implementing new school-wide systems and supports, along with the use of our
newly developed Office Referral Form, we saw a significant reduction in the number of
office referrals compared to last year. While we had 497 student office referrals in
2019-20, we had only 207 in 2020-21.

Strategies and Initiatives:

The strategies and initiatives outlined in the goal description have been implemented
during year 2. We made use of several PBIS initiatives related to our Positive Behavior
Matrix including Hawks Slips and the Matrix Focus of the Week. All of these initiatives
were preempted by teaching opportunities including multi-aged den groups, assemblies,
small groups, and whole classroom activities. We consistently provided students with
opportunities to develop social skills and positive peer and adult connections. Various
sensory and self-regulation breaks were used as well as small social/life skills groups
where vulnerable students were given the opportunity to participate in a range of
activities including shopping and cooking.

Goal #3:
To improve student motivation and attitude towards literacy by exploring their
relationships with their environment, community and personal connections.

Goal Rationale (Theory of Action):
If students are regularly given the opportunity to personally connect with their learning in
literacy they will be more likely to have improved attitude and performance.

Related District Strategic Plan Goal
Priority 1: Ensure each student acquires strong foundational skills and core
competencies
We believe that our students will benefit significantly from the creation of a literacy
based goal. We expect to see improved performance in school and district reading and
writing assessments as this goal becomes a focus for our staff over the next several
years.
Priority 2: Connect students to their interests and passions
The key component of this goal is to allow students to connect to their interests and
passions. Staff and students will explore ways to use student interest to drive literacy
pedagogy.
Priority 3: Honour First Peoples’ principles of learning, and Aboriginal worldviews
and perspectives.
As a staff, we will look to explore ways that we can consistently incorporate First
People’s Principles of Learning into our literacy curriculum. The following principles will
be a major focus:
● Learning requires exploration of one’s identity
● Learning ultimately supports the well-being of the self, the family, the community,
the land, the spirits, and the ancestors
● Learning is holistic, reflexive, reflective, experiential, and relational

Specific Support Frameworks

● The implementation of this goal will begin in September, 2021. Specific planning
with school staff will begin then.

Data Related to Goal/Evidence

● The implementation of this goal will begin in September, 2021. Specific planning
with school staff will begin then.

Strategies and Initiatives

● The implementation of this goal will begin in September, 2021. Specific planning
with school staff will begin then.

Aboriginal Teaching, Supports and Inclusion
The staff at Haldane Elementary are committed to working with the First Peoples
Principles of Learning. Aboriginal worldviews of daily life and learning will continue to be
adopted and explored as we support the Aboriginal students in our learning community.
Our Language and Culture program continues to be strong. Our Secwepmctsin teacher
and AEWs planned visits in classes after recess, where they shared their knowledge of
Aboriginal ways through storytelling.
Last year we engaged with our Aboriginal
community to begin the Elders Mentorship
Program. We welcomed local Elders to our
school with a tea hosted by our leadership
students, and began having teachers schedule
Elders to come in to share their knowledge with
our students. We had our first Elders
scheduled to start coming into classes to work
with teachers and students starting after Spring
Break. However, due to COVI-19, this had to
be put on hold. Our plan is to re-engage with our Elders in the fall, once guests can
return to our school buildings. I believe their presence in our school will add to our
positive school culture and will be another step towards connecting staff and students to
our community.
Even with COVID restrictions we worked to engage our community by having a virtual
Aboriginal family bbq. Although we couldn’t meet in person, participating families
received a family pack with hotdogs and chips, bingo sheets, a bannock recipe, and
bannock ingredients. We met virtually via zoom, and our AEWs and Language and
Culture teacher led bingo games, demonstrated making bannock while families made
bannock at home, ate together and listened to a legend.
The AEWs, as well as our Language and Culture teacher,
Aboriginal Counsellors, and representatives from the 3 bands
strive to support our Aboriginal students in the following ways:
●
●
●
●

Ongoing communication and meetings with band education
managers and community
Providing equitable education to all
Girls groups, Boys groups, and counselling
Elders in classes sharing knowledge

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Outdoor and place based learning (ie: Tsutswecw Park)
Aboriginal Family Potluck BBQ / Day of Sucwentwecw / Aboriginal Day
Storytelling and Legends - writing and sharing
Aboriginal Music
Making bannock
Making mocassins
Home connections
Breakfast and lunch programs
Lahal tournaments, Drumming and Dancing, Powwows (pre-COVID)

Student Participation in Extra-Curricular and School Programs:
All students are invited and encouraged to participate in extra-curricular activities and
school programs. Below are programs that are offered at our school and the Aboriginal
students who participated.
Program

Total Students

Aboriginal Students

After School Sports Program

29

12

Intramural Sports

50

23

Chess Club

11

5

Primary Arts and Crafts

42

12

Snack and Lunch Program

147

69

Equity, Inclusion, and Interventions:

At Haldane, we recognize that our students come to us with differing abilities,
experiences, and learning styles. This year our LART team worked to further streamline
our process for identifying students who require support. They collaborated with other
LARTs from schools to fine-tune our system and create a more efficient process. This
included designing a new form for teachers to identify areas of concern, requesting that
they track student behaviour or hone in on lagging skills, look at the student’s previous
report card or plan, talk to the previous year’s teacher, and talk to the student’s family to
discuss areas of concern. After these steps have been taken, the LART team will
schedule a School Based Team meeting with the teacher and family to better identify
where the need is for student support. After initial support has been put in place and
concerns still persist, the concern is brought forward to our Inclusive Support Team to
determine how best to support the child beyond typical school supports.
Accessibility is always a consideration when creating learning opportunities for our
learners. Below are several strategies and interventions used to help support our
students:

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Soft Start program for student success
Differentiating lessons to include all learners
Implementing UDL strategies to account for our diverse student population
Using LART, CEA and AEW support within the classroom to assist students
LARTs working with small groups on targeted academic or social-emotional
learning
LARTs and teachers working to build and incorporate strategies for teaching
students with diverse learning needs (ie: FASD, ASD, ODD, ADHD, etc.)
Alternate learning environments within the class (ie: tents and quiet spaces)
Teaching students to encourage each other and utilize peer support
Utilizing learning centres with small groups
Offering open-ended learning opportunities
Inviting guest speakers to share knowledge and/or mentor
○ Numeracy Coordinators to model lessons and activities
○ Elders or Storytellers to share Aboriginal knowledge
Using technology supports as needed
○ Students recording their ideas to show comprehension
○ Taking pictures of learning to add to students’ learning portfolios
Using visual supports for student reference and predictability

Student Participation in Extra-Curricular and School Programs:
Program

Total Students

Ministry Designated
Students

After School Sports Program

29

5

Intramural Sports

50

8

Chess Club

11

4

Primary Arts and Crafts

42

1

Snack and Lunch Program

147

26

Professional Learning Plan:
Staff are committed to learning together. We spend every second staff meeting looking
at and developing our school goals. We have also used portions of all school-based
Professional Development days this year enhancing our school goals.
Our learning time together is very valuable. When the opportunity arises we invite our
CEAs and AEWs to join in Professional Development days. They provide valuable
insight and perspective when we create learning opportunities for our learners. It helps
align our supports in meaningful ways; our support staff feel like they are a part of
creating school-wide plans, and are then better able to help implement the plans with

our students. We invited members of our Inclusive Support Team to work with our PBIS
team and support staff on social-emotional learning and skill enhancement.
Moving forward, we will continue to plan our staff learning around our school goals. We
will use staff meeting time and school-based Professional Development days to
collaborate and improve our goals. We will be mindful of designating a portion of our
time to implement new strategies so that all plans are ready for teaching. We will invite
the Numeracy Coordinator to come back to do a series of staff meeting follow-up
sessions, followed by classroom visits to promote best Numeracy practice. Teachers
will also invite Aboriginal coordinators, storytellers, and Elders to co-teach lessons and
work on the art of storytelling. This will be a valuable way of infusing Indigenous ways
of knowing into all areas of the curriculum, while building teacher confidence.

Haldane 2021-2022 Professional Development

Professional development will be determined in the fall of 2021.
Month
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June

Professional Development Planned

